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GERHARD JAGER, REINHARD KAHLE, ANTON SETZER, AND THOMAS STRAHM 

Abstract. This article provides the proof-theoretic analysis of the transfinitely iterated fixed point 

theories IDa and ID<a; the exact proof-theoretic ordinals of these systems are presented. 

§1. Introduction. The transfinitely iterated fixed point theories ID« are relatives 
of the better known theories IDQ for iterated inductive definitions. These latter 
theories have been extensively studied during the last years (cf., e.g., Buchholz et al. 
[1]) and their proof-theoretic analysis has been carried through in all detail. 

The basic axioms of IDa provide hierarchies of least (definable) fixed points of a 
times iterated positive inductive definitions given by arithmetic operator forms. In 
the case of the fixed point theories IDQ, on the other hand, one confines oneself to 
hierarchies of arbitrary fixed points of the corresponding inductive definitions and 
drops the requirement for minimality. 

The finitely iterated fixed point theories ID„ were first introduced in Feferman [5] 
in connection with his proof of Hancock's conjecture. Among other things, it is 
shown in this article that the proof-theoretic ordinal of ID„ is a„ for ao := e0 and 
an+\ := ipa„0. Hence, the union of all ID„ for n < co, i.e., the system ID<to, has 
proof-theoretic ordinal To, thus providing a framework for predicative mathematics. 

In this article we make the step to transfinite iterations of fixed points and are 
interested in the theories IDQ for a > co. It is a technical paper, which establishes 
the proof-theoretic ordinals of these systems. The relationship between transfinitely 
iterated fixed point theories and subsystems of second order arithmetic and the role 
of transfinitely iterated fixed point theories for metapredicativity in general are only 
briefly addressed in the conclusion. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some ordinal-theoretic 
preliminaries; namely, we sketch an ordinal notation system which is based on n-
ary <p functions. In Section 3 we introduce the theories IDa and we state the Main 
Theorem about the proof-theoretic ordinal of IDa. Section 4 is devoted to the 
definition of transfinitely iterated theories for self-reflecting truth SRT„. These 
systems are contained in IDQ, and greatly facilitate the wellordering proofs for the 
latter, which we will present in Section 5. A full cut elimination procedure for IDa 

is provided in Section 6. Finally, we discuss some related topics in Section 7. 
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This paper grew out of intensive discussions among its authors and the results 
have been conjectured or proved by all of them. The presentation of the material, 
however, focusing on two main lemmas, goes to a large extent back to Thomas 
Strahm. 

§2. Ordinal-theoretic preliminaries. It is the aim of this section to discuss a few 
ordinal-theoretic facts which will be relevant in the sequel. Namley, we sketch an 
ordinal notation system which is based on w-ary tp functions. 

The standard notation system up to the Feferman-Schutte ordinal To makes use 
of the usual Veblen hierarchy generated by the binary function tp, starting off with 
the function tpOfi = a / , cf. Pohlers [12] and Schutte [15]. However, ordinals up to 
To are no longer sufficient for an ordinal analysis of transfinitely iterated fixed point 
theories. 

Here the natural notations are obtained by means of a ternary tp function. One 
simply generalizes the definition principle of the usual binary tp function and gen
erates the ternary tp function inductively as follows: 

(i) tpOfiy isjustV/fy-
(ii) If a > 0, then ipaQy denotes the yth ordinal which is strongly critical with 

respect to all functions A£, rj.tpa'^rj for a' < a. 
(iii) If a > 0 and /? > 0, then tpafiy denotes the yth common fixed point of the 

functions X£,.tpafi'£, for /?' < /?. 

For example, tp 10a is Ta, and more generally, tp 1 a/? denotes a Veblen hierarchy over 
la.Ta. It is straightforward how to extend these ideas in order to obtain tp functions 
of all finite arities greater than 3, and even further to Schutte's Klammersymbole 
[14]. 

Let Oo be the least ordinal greater than 0 which is closed under all w-ary tp 
functions with n > 2. In the following we confine ourselves to the standard notation 
system which is based on these n-ary tp functions (« > 2). Since the exact definition 
of such a system is a straightforward generalization of the notation system for To (cf. 
[12,15]), we do not go into details here. We write -< for the corresponding primitive 
recursive wellordering and assume without loss of generality that the field of -< is 
the set of all natural numbers and 0 is the least element with respect to <. Hence, 
each natural number codes an ordinal less than Oo. Moreover, there exist primitive 
recursive functions acting on these codes which correspond to ordinal operations 
such as plus, times, exponentiation and tp. 

When working with formal theories, it is often convenient in order to simplify 
notation to use ordinals and ordinal operations instead of their codes and primitive 
recursive analogues. Then (for example) co and co+co stand for the natural numbers 
whose order type with respect to -< are co and co + co. 

§3. The theories IDa. It is the aim of this section to give a precise definition of 
transfinitely iterated fixed point theories IDa for a < Oo. In the following we let 5C 
denote the language of first order arithmetic. S? includes number variables (a, b, 
c,d,e,f,g,h,u,v,w,x,y,z,...), symbols for all primitive recursive functions 
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and relations, as well as a unary relation symbol U whose status will become clear 
below. Furthermore, there is a symbol ~ for forming negative literals.1 

The number terms (r,s,t,...) of Jzf are defined as usual. Positive literals of 3? are 
all expressions R(s\,... ,s„)forRa. symbol for an w-ary primitive recursive relation 
as well as expressions of the form U(s). The negative literals of 5? have the form ~ £ 
so that E a positive literal. The formulas (A, B, C,...) of S? are now generated from 
the positive and negative literals of 5C by closing against disjunction, conjunction, 
as well as existential and universal number quantification. The negation ->A of an 
5S formula A is defined by making use of De Morgan's laws and the law of double 
negation. Moreover, the remaining logical connectives are abbreviated as usual. 

If P and Q are fresh unary relation symbols, then we let 5?{P, Q) denote the 
extension of 5C by P and Q. We call an Sf{P, Q) formula P-positive, if it has no 
subformulas of the form ~P{t). A P-positive J?(P, Q) formula which contains at 
most x and y free is called an inductive operator form, and we let sf(P, Q,x,y) range 
over such forms. 

We set for all primitive recursive relations c , all formulas A{x) and terms s: 

P r o g ( c ^ ) := (VX)[(VJOG' C * - A{y)) -> A(x)], 

T I ( c ^ ) :=Prog (c , ^ ) - • (Vx)A(x), 

TI(C, s, A) := Prog(c, A) - • (Vx C s)A(x). 

In the sequel we write Prog(A) and TI(s, A) instead of Prog(-<, A) and TI(-<, s, A), 
respectively. If we want to stress the relevant induction variable of the formula A, 
we sometimes write Frog(Xx.A(x)) instead of Prog(^). 

In order to formulate the theories IDQ for a < ®0, we add to the first order 
language S? a new unary relation symbol P^ for each inductive operator form 
sf(P, Q, x, y) and denote this new language by J?fix. We write Pf(t) for P*{{t, s)) 
and P*s(t) for t = ((t)0, (Oi) A (f)i -<«A P^{t); here (•, •) denotes a primitive 
recursive coding function with associated projections ()o and (-)i-. 

For each ordinal a less than $o we now introduce the theory ID„ for a times 
iterated fixed points. The axioms of IDQ comprise (i) the axioms of Peano arithmetic 
with the scheme of complete induction for all formulas of _S?fiX, (ii) the fixed point 
axioms 

(Va -< a)(V*)[ /?(*) - j / ( P f ,P*a,x,a)] 

for all inductive operator forms sf{X, Y,x, y), as well as (iii) the axioms TI(a, A) 
for all J5?fjX formulas A. 

As usual we call an ordinal a provable in a theory T, if there is a primitive 
recursive wellordering \z of order type a so that T h TI(iz, U). The least ordinal 
which is not provable in T is called the proof-theoretic ordinal of T and is denoted 
by |T|. 

We are ready to formulate the main theorem of this article. For that purpose we 
let e{a) denote the least e number greater than a. Moreover, the ordinals (a\m) 
are inductively defined by 

(a|0) := e(a), (a\m + 1) :— <p(a\m)0. 

This formulation of the language is chosen for the Tait-style reformulation of our systems in Section 6. 
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MAIN THEOREM. Assume that a is an ordinal less than O0 given in the form 

a = co]+a" + co]+a"-' +•••+ co]+a< + m, 

for ordinals an > an-\ > • • • > a\ andm < co. Then we have 

\\Da\ = y\an{ip\an^\{- • • ip\a.\{a\m)) • • •)• 

Of course, the restriction to ordinals a less than <J>o is not essential here; it just 
stems from the notation system which we have chosen for the purpose of this article. 
In the sequel we suppose that all our ordinals are less than <t>o-

A first step towards the proof of the main theorem consists in introducing trans-
fmitely iterated theories for self-reflecting truth, which will greatly facilitate the 
wellordering proofs for IDa in Section 5. 

§4. Transfinitely iterated theories for self-reflecting truth. The notion of self-
reflecting truth is a well-developed idea in proof theory. Theories for formalized 
and self-reflecting truth are presented and studied for example in Cantini [3, 4] and 
Feferman [6]. 

In this section we introduce transfinitely iterated theories for self-reflecting truth 
SRTQ for a < ®o- It will be immediate that SRTQ can be modeled in IDa. In 
the next section we will see that theories for self-reflecting truth provide a natural 
framework for carrying through wellordering proofs. 

The theories SRTQ are formulated in the language Jz?srt, which extends 5C by two 
binary relation symbols T (for "true") and F (for "false"). The terms of S?sn are 
just the S? terms; the formulas of ^ s r t are given in a straightforward manner, taking 
into account the new atoms T(s, t) ("t is true on level s") and F(s, t) ("/ is false on 
level s") as well as their complementations. In the following we often write T,(t) 
and Fs(t) instead of T(s, t) and F(s, t), respectively. 

If a is an ordinal less than <J>0, then we obtain the sublanguage Jzf5"t of J?srt by 
restricting atoms of the form Ts(t) and Fs(t) to closed terms s with value less than 
or equal to a (in the sense of our notation system). Hence, variables are not allowed 
in the first place of the relation symbols T and F in S?"n formulas. 

In order to describe transfinitely iterated truth theories below, we presuppose a 
standard Godelization of the languages £>?"n, uniformly in a < Oo. In particular, 
we have Godel numbers rt~l and rA~l for each 3? term / and each j?s"t formula 
A. Moreover, we will use the following 3 definable functions and predicates on 
Godel numbers: CTer(x) ("x is closed term of 5" ') ; For„(/, a) ( " / is an 2C^n 

formula with at most n free variables"); Atm(/ , a) ( " / is a positive literal of SC^"); 
num(x) ("the xth numeral of 5f"); val(z) ("the value of the closed term z"); 
neg(/) ("the negation of the positive atom / " ) ; and(/ , g) ("the conjunction o f / 
and g")\ o r ( / , g) is defined analogously; all(x, / ) ("the universal quantification of 
/ with respect to the xth variable of 3"'); ext(x, / ) for existential quantification is 
defined analogously. In the following we write Sen(/, a) instead of Foro(/, a) and 
x instead of num(x). Finally, i{R is an & relation symbol, CTer(x) and CTer(a), 
then expressions like r i?(x)n , rTa(x)n, and rFa(x)~l have their obvious meaning. 

We conclude our tedious but standard preliminary remarks by adopting some 
conventions concerning substitution. If For„(/, a) and CTer(x,), . . . , CTer(x„), 
then / ( x i , . . . ,xn) denotes (the code of) the formula which is obtained from / by 
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substituting the *'th free variable of / by x,-; in particular, Sen ( / (x ] , . . . ,x„),a). 
Similarly, if the free variables of A are among x\, ..., x„, then rA{x\,...,xn)~

l is 
an abbreviation for rA~](x\,..., x„). 

If a is an ordinal less than ®o, then the theory SRTa for a times iterated self-
reflecting truth comprises (i) the axioms of Peano arithmetic with the scheme of 
complete induction for all formulas of J5?srt, (ii) the axioms TI(a,^4) for all J?srt 

formulas A, and (iii) the following axiom groups I to III. 

I. Atomic truth. 
(1) For each relation symbol R of SC: 

CTer(xi) A • • • A CTer(x„) A a -< a 

- [Ta(TR(Xu... ,X„T) -> tf (val(x,),. . . , val(x„))] 

A[Fa{
rR{xu... ,x„p)^^R(val(xi),... ,val(x„))]. 

(2) CTer(x) A CTer(b) A val(b) < a < a 

-» [Ta(rTh(xD <-» rval(/))(val(x))] A [Ta^Fb(xD <-> Fval(o)(val(x))] 

A [Fa(
rTh(xD <- ^Tmm(val(x))] A [Fflrfi(x)->) ~ ^Fva,w(val(x))]. 

II. Composed truth. 

(3) Atm(/ , f l ) A a -< a -* [ r a (neg( / ) ) <- Fa(f)] A [Fa(neg(/)) ~ Ta(f)], 

(4) Sen(/ ,a) A Sen(g, a) A a -< a 

- [Ta(and(/,g)) <- r f l ( / ) A Ta(g)} A [Fa(and(/,*)) ~ Fa(f) V Fa(g)], 

(5) dual clauses for disjunction 

(6) Seti(a\l(v,f),a) A a -< a 

- [rf l(all(t;,/)) <- (Vx)rf l(/(x))] A [Fa(aU(v,/)) ~ (3x)Fa( /(x))] , 

(7) dual clauses for existential quantification. 

III. Self reflecting truth. 

(8) CTer(x) A CTer(a) A val(a) -< a 

-»[Tml(a)(rTa(xD <-> rval(a)(val(x))] A [T^{a)(
rFa(x)^) <-+ Fval(a)(val(x))] 

A [FvAa)(
rTa(xD «-> Fval(a)(val(x))] A [Fval(a)(

rFa(x)^) <- rval(a)(val(x))]. 

It is completely straightforward to model the theory SRTa for a times iterated 
self-reflecting truth by means of a fixed point hierarchy of length a; for a similar 
argument in the case of one times iterated truth theories, the curious reader is 
advised to consult Feferman [6]. Therefore, we can state the following proposition 
without proof. 

PROPOSITION 1. There exists an embedding of SRTa into \Da. 

Let us now turn to some crucial consequences of theories for self-reflecting truth. 
They will implicitly be used in the wellordering proofs of the next section. We first 
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observe that Ta and Fa are complementary on sentences of level less than a. This 
is easily established by (formal) induction on the build up of such sentences. 

PROPOSITION 2. The following is a theorem of SRTQ: 

(Vfl,A,/)[Sen(/,i) A b -< a -< a -> (Ta(f) <- - .F a ( / ) ) ] . 

If a is a variable of Jz?, then we call an jS r̂t formula (Ta,Fa) positive, if it is 
built from Sf literals which do not contain a, atoms of the form Ta{t), Fa{t) 
so that a does not occur in t, and by closing against conjunction, disjunction 
as well as quantification with respect to variables different from a. Hence, in 
a (Ta,Fa) positive formula only positive occurrences of Ta and Fa are allowed, 
and in addition, the variable a is used as an (unquantified) level variable only. 
If A(a,x\,... ,x„) is such a (Ta,Fa)-positive formula with level variable a and 
additional free variables among x\,... ,xn, then there is associated uniformly in a 
valuation a,x\,... ,x„ for a, x\,... ,x„ a Godel number rA (a, x\,... ,x„)n of the 
corresponding 5C^n formula. The following proposition is characteristic for self-
reflective truth theories (cf, e.g., Cantini [3]) and is easily established by induction 
on the complexity of A. 

PROPOSITION J. Assume that A{a, x\,... , x„) is a {Ta,Fa) positive formula with 
at most a, x\,..., x„ free. Then SRTa proves 

{Ma -< a)(Vxi, . . . ,xn)[Ta(
rA(d,xu • • • ,x„)n) <-> A(a,x\,... ,x„)]. 

Finally, there is a natural notion of {ramified) set in our truth theoretic framework, 
namely, sets of natural numbers are understood as propositional functions. More 
formally, we define the notions " / is a set of level a", f e Sa, and "x is an element 
of a set / of level a", x ea f, as follows. 

/ € Sa := F o n ( / , a ) A {Mx){Ta{f{x)) ~ -F f l ( / (x ) ) , 

x €a f := Ta{f{x)). 

In the sequel we often write x e / instead of x Ga / if it is clear from the context 
that / is a set of level a. Moreover, if A{P) is an SC{P) formula, then we write 
A{f) for the J?srt formula which is obtained from A by replacing each atom of the 
form P{t) by t e / . 

In the next section we turn to the wellordering proofs for IDQ, which we will carry 
through in SRTa. 

§5. Wellordering proofs for ID„. This section is devoted to the wellordering 
proofs for the theories IDa for each a < Oo. As we have announced in the last 
section, we carry through these proofs in SRTa, which is contained in IDQ by Propo
sition 1. In the sequel we presuppose that the reader is familiar with wellordering 
proofs for finitely iterated fixed point theories, i.e., wellordering proofs below To, 
and we assume that she or he has some experience in working with partial truth 
theories. Useful references concerning these matters are, for example, Cantini [3], 
Feferman [6], and Schutte [15]. 

In the following we adopt some conventions concerning limit notations in our 
notation system, which will be needed in the proof of Main Lemma I below. We let 
Lim denote the primitive recursive set of limit notations and presuppose a primitive 
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recursively given canonical fundamental sequence {£[n] : n e N) for each limit 
notation £. For technical reasons we assume that ^[0] > 0. Since the definition 
of fundamental sequences is straightforward in the setting of <p functions (cf., e.g., 
[6]), we do not give details here and refer to the proof of Main Lemma I. 

Crucial for carrying out wellordering proofs in transfinitely iterated theories for 
self-reflecting truth is the very natural notion Ic{a) of transfinite induction up to a 
for all sets of level less than c, which is given as follows: 

Ic(a):=(\/b*c)(Vf€Sb)TL(f,a). 

The next lemma states that I1 {a) can be represented by a set of level £ for limit 
notations £. Its proof is straightforward and, therefore, we omit it. 

LEMMA 4. The following is a theorem of SRTQ: 

(W)[Lim(£) ML X a - • Of e S»(Va)(/*(a) H < , £ , / ) ] . 

The following lemma is crucial for the base case in Main Lemma I below. We do 
not give its proof here, since the relevant arguments can easily be extracted from 
Schutte [15, pp. 184ff.] and using standard techniques for working with partial 
truth theories as they are presented in Cantini [3] and Feferman [6]. 

LEMMA 5. The following is a theorem of SRTQ: 

(W,a)[Lim(*) A£ <a/\f{a)^ Ie(<pa0)]. 

As an immediate consequence of this lemma we obtain the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 6. The following is a theorem of SRTa: 

(W)\Lim(t) At <cc-+ Prog(Afl.//(rfl))]. 

The formulation of Main Lemma I makes crucial use of the binary relation | , 
which is given as follows: 

a T b := (3c,£){Um{£) Ab = c + a-£). 

We are now ready to state the main lemma of this section. It has some similarities 
with Lemma 5.3.1 of Feferman [6] in a wellordering proof below r 0 . 

LEMMA 7 (Main Lemma I). Let the formula Maina(a) be defined as follows: 

MainQ(a) := (\/b, c)[c X a A col+a T c A Ic{b) -> r{<p\ab)]. 

Then SRTQ proves ProgUa. MainQ(a)). 

PROOF. For the proof of this lemma we work informally in SRTQ. We break the 
proof of Prog(/la. Maina(a)) into three cases by showing: 

(a) MainQ(0); 
(b) MainQ(a) —> Maina(a + 1); 
(c) Lim(«) A (VUJ) MainQ(a[u>]) —> MainQ(a). 

It is clear that Prog(Aa. Maina(a)) follows from (a)-(c). 

(a) MainQ(0). Let us assume that c = c0 + co • £ for a limit notation (.. We have 
to show 

(i) i^+t°-t{b)^ico+m-t(rb). 
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Towards this end, assume ICo+(a'e(b). It is sufficient to verify ico+°>-eM(rb) for e a ch 
natural number u. Since £[u] > 0 we have that CQ + co • £[u] is always limit, and 
hence we obtain by the previous corollary that 

(2) ProgUa.r°WM(ra)) 
for each u. But we have that lc"+co'iM(a) can be represented by a set of level 
c0 + co • £[u], so that r»+w-e(b) and (2) immediately imply 

(3) /£»+'°-<M(r6) 

for each natural number u. This finishes part (a) of our proof. 

(b) Maina(a) —• MainQ(a + 1). Let us assume MainQ(a), i.e. 

(4) (Vd, e)[d < a A col+a T d A Id(e) -» Id(<plae)]. 

We want to establish Maina(a + 1). So assume 

(5) c<a A c=c0+co]+a+l -eAlc(b). 

We have to show Ic{<pl{a + l)b). Again it is sufficient to establish 

(6) 7£»+0',+"+'-/M(pl(a + l)i) 

for each natural number u. We set c[u] := c0 + co1+fl+1 • £[u] and readily observe 
that col+a 1 c[u] for each u. Hence, we can derive from (4) 

(7) (VW)(V<?)[rM(e) -> r[u]{ip\ae)]. 

In the following we want to establish 

(8) (VM)ProgUe./cM(yl(a + 1)*)). 

The proof of (8) requires the verification of 

(9) / c M M ( a + l)0), 

(10) IcW(<pl(a + \)e) -> rW(<fl{a + l)(e + 1)), 

(11) Lim(e) A (Ve' •< e)r^u](tpl(a + \)e') -* Ic[u](<fil(a + \)e). 

In order to verify (9), observe that we are given a fundamental sequence zw = 
<pl(a + l)0[w] for<pl(a + 1)0, where z0 = 1 and zw+\ = <plazw. Hence, (9) follows 
from (7) by ordinary induction. As to (10), we have a fundamental sequence 
zw = tpl(a + \){e + l)[w] for (pi(a + l){e + 1) with z0 = <pl{a + l)e + 1 and 
zw+\ = tplazw. Again the claim follows from (7) by ordinary induction. Finally, 
for (11), we observe that if Lim(e), then <pl(a + l)e is the supremum over e' -< e 
of ipl(a + l)e', hence the claim is immediate in this case. Thus we have finished the 
verification of (8). Since Ic^(ipl(a + l)e) can be represented by a set of level c[u] 
for each u, and we know Ic{b) by (5), we are now in a position to conclude from 
(8) that 

(12) (V«)/cM(^l(a + l)b). 

But this is exactly (6) and, hence, part (b) of our proof is finished. 
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(c) Lim(a) A (Vtu) MainQ(a[u;]) —> Maina(a). Let us assume 

(13) Lim(a) A (Ww)Mama(a[w]), 

(14) c <a A c = c0 + cox+a •£ Alc{b). 

Observe that we have col+a = co" since a is limit. We have to show Ic{ip\ab). 
Indeed, it is enough to establish 

(15) /C0+a,'-'M(¥»laA) 

for each natural number u. If we set c[u] := co + coa • £[u], then one readily sees 
that for each w, we can write c[u] in the form 

(16) c[u] = c0 + a>l+aW • £w 

for a suitable limit notation £w depending on w (and £[u]). Hence, we have that 
m\+a[w] | cjMj for e a c j j w a n ( j therefore, we can derive from (13) that 

(17) {Vu,w,e)[Ic[u](e) -> Iclu](ipla[w]e)]. 

In a further step we now want to derive 

(18) (\/u)Prog(Ae.r[u](<plae)). 

Again this breaks into three subcases (19)—(21), namely 

(19) Ie[u](tplaO), 

(20) IcM(<plae) ->• IcM(<pla(e + 1)), 

(21) Lim(e) A (Ve' -< e)Ic[u](<plae') -+ Ic[u](<plae). 

As to (19), we have a fundamental sequence zw = ipla0[w] for <pla0 so that zo = 1 
and z„,+i = <pla[w]zw, hence, (19) is an immediate consequence of (17). The proof 
of (20) runs similarly. Finally, (21) is straightforward as in case (b). Altogether we 
have concluded the verification of (18). Again, we can represent I£^u\tp\ae) by a 
set of level c[u], so that we can derive from (18) and our assumption Ic(b) in (14), 

(22) (\/u)Ic[u](<plab). 

This is literally (15) and, hence, we are done with (c). In fact, this also finishes the 
proof of the main lemma. H 

As an immediate corollary to the Main Lemma I we can state: 

COROLLARY 8. The following is a theorem of SRTa: 

{\/c,c0,d)[c <a/\c = c0 + o)l+d -» (Me •< d){Vb){Ie{b) -> Ic{ipleb))]. 

A further "iteration" of the procedure of the main lemma applied to the last 
corollary and Corollary 6 readily entail the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 9. The following is a theorem of SRTQ: 

(Vc,c0,d)[c ^ocAc = c0+col+d ^¥xog{Xe.Ic{ip\de))]. 

We also observe that we have transfinite induction available in SRTa with respect 
to arbitrary formulas of Jz?srt up to each /? < e(a) . 

LEMMA 10. Let /? <e(a) and A an arbitrary Jz?fjx formula. ThenSRTa \-TI(fi,A). 
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Finally, the previous lemma, the previous corollary, and standard wellordering 

techniques for SRT„ (which in fact have already been used in the proof of Lemma 5) 

now yield the desired lower bound for SRTQ, and hence, for IDa; this is summarized 

in the final theorem of this section. 

THEOREM 11. Assume that a is an ordinal less than ®o given in the form 

a = cox+a" + a>1+a"-' + • • • + « 1 + a i + m, 

for ordinals a„ > an-\ > • • • > a\ and m < co. Then we have for all ordinals /?: 

P<<pla„(<p\a„-l(---<pla1(a\m))---) => IDa h TI(/?, U). 

§6. Upper bounds for IDa. In this section we compute a sharp upper bound for 
IDQ by sketching a full cut elimination theorem. We will make use of a semiformal 
system Hoc and appropriate subsystems Ha of Hoc. The crucial step will be Main 
Lemma II stated below, which is similar in spirit to the second elimination theorem 
of predicative proof theory. In the sequel we assume that the reader is familiar with 
the proof-theoretic analysis of ID„, i.e., the elimination of one fixed point by means 
of asymmetric interpretation (cf. e.g. Cantini [2], Jager and Strahm [8], or Marzetta 
and Strahm [10]), or the methods presented in Feferman [5]. 

We start off by introducing the semiformal system Hoc. It is formulated in the 
language J ? ^ which extends Sf by unary relation symbols Pf and P*» for each 
inductive operator form s/ and each ordinal fi less than Oo. The formulas of S^ 
are inductively generated as follows: 

1. Every closed literal of J? is an SP^o formula. 
2. If t is a closed number term, then Pf(t), P<p{t), ~Pf(t) and ~P<fS(t) are 

.Ŝ oo formulas. 
3. .Ŝ oo formulas are closed under disjunction, conjunction, existential and uni

versal number quantification. 
Observe that Jzfco formulas do not contain free number variables. We denote 

Jzfoo formulas that are generated according to points 1 and 2 of the preceding 
definition as literals of S?oo. Two such literals are called numerically equivalent, 
if they are syntactically identical modulo number subterms which have the same 
value. Further, we write pair(0 if the closed term t codes a pair, i.e. t = ((/)0, (?)i) 
is true. Finally, for t a closed term, let \t\ denote the unique ordinal less than Oo, 
which is associated to t with respect to the wellordering -<. 

The system H^, is formulated as a Tait-style calculus for finite sets ( r , A, . . . ) of 
Jzfoo formulas. If A is an Sf^ formula, then T, A is a shorthand for T u {^4}, and 
similar for expressions of the form T, A, B. The system Hoc contains the following 
axioms and rules of inference. 

I. Axioms, group 1. For all finite sets T of Jzfoo formulas, all numerically equivalent 
.S'oo literals A and B, and all true J? literals C: 

Y,^A,B and T, C. 

II. Axioms, group 2. For all finite sets T of ^f^ formulas, all closed terms s so that 
pair(i) is false, and all closed terms / so that pair(7) and /? < |(f )i |: 

r,^p(s) and r , ^ ( 0 -
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HI. Fixed point rules, group 1. For all finite sets T of SS^ formulas and all closed 
term t so that pair(?) and |(/)i | = a < /?: 

r,if((Q0) r , ^ ( ( Q 0 ) 

IV. Fixed point rules, group 2. For all finite sets T of SC^ formulas, all closed 
number terms s, and all closed number terms / so that \t\ = /?: 

T,X(Pf,PZp,s,t) Y,^{Pf,P^,s,t) 
r,pf(s) ' r^pf{s) • 

V. Propositional rules. For all finite sets T of SCx, formulas and all 5CX formulas A 
and B: 

T,A Y,B Y,A T,B 
T,AW B' T,AV B' T,A/\B ' 

VI. Number quantifier rules. For all finite sets T of Sex formulas and all .Sfoo 
formulas A(s): 

T, A(s) T, A{t) for all closed number terms / , . 
r,(3x)A(xy r,{vx)A(x) [co)' 

VII. Cut rules. For all finite sets T of J?oo formulas and all Sfoo formulas A: 

T, A T, ^A 
f ' 

The formulas A and ->A are the cut formulas of this cut. 
Crucial for the formulation of Main Lemma II below are subsystems Ha of Hoc. 

The system HQ is formulated in the sublanguage J5?Q of Jzfoo, which only allows 
relations P^ for /? < a and P^„ for fi < a. Then HQ is just the restriction of H,̂  to 

As usual, the notion Ha y- T is used to express that T is provable in HQ by a 

proof of depth less than or equal to /?; we write Ha |̂ - T if T is derivable in HQ by 
a proof of depth less than or equal to fi so that all its cut formulas are of the form 
Pf{t) and -iP*(t), respectively. Finally, we write HQ (-^- r if there exists a y < ft 

so that HQ \1~ T; Ha |-^- T is defined analogously. 
One immediately realizes that the axioms and rules of Ha are tailored in such a 

way that all cuts but the ones with respect to cut formulas of the form Pf(t) or 
-<Pf(t) can be eliminated in a straightforward manner. This observation is stated 
in the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 12 (Partial cut elimination for Ha). We have for all finite sets T of 
3'a formulas: 

H Q ^r = • H Q ^ r . 

We are now in a position to formulate the main lemma of this section. Its status 
is similar to the one of the second elimination theorem of predicative proof theory, 
cf, e.g., [12]. 
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LEMMA 13 (Main Lemma II). Assume that Hp+C0\+P \^- r for a finite set T of 
2'p+m\+p formulas. Then we have for all ordinals <J less than col+p: 

1 C ^/j+i = » H/j+i \—^— 1 . 

PROOF. We prove the claim by main induction on p and side induction on a. We 
distinguish cases whether p = 0, p is a successor, or p is a limit ordinal. 

(a) p = 0. Let us assume that T is a finite set of Sfp+„ formulas for some natural 
number n so that H^+Q, |-̂ - T. If T is an axiom of H^+c0, then the claim is trivial. 
Furthermore, if I" is the conclusion of a rule different from the cut rule, the claim 
is immediate from the induction hypothesis. Hence, the only critical case comes 
up if T is the conclusion of a cut rule. Then there exist a natural number m > n, 
aa,a\ < a and an £?p+m formula A of the form Pf(t) for some 8 less than /? + m 
so that 

(1) H ^ ^ - T , ^ and r V + ( U ^ r , ^ 4 . 

By the induction hypothesis we can conclude that 

(2) Hp+m\^r,A and H / J + m ^ r , - ^ . 

Hence, by cut we also have Hp+m [|- T for y := max(y>10ao» fl0a\) + 1. Finally, 
we obtain by the standard elimination procedure of finitely many fixed points (say, 
by asymmetric interpretation, cf., e.g., [2, 8, 10]) that 

(3) v\p+n ^ r. 

This proves our claim in the case p = 0. 

(b) p = pa + 1. Let £ < a>l+p°+l and T be a finite set of £?p+$ formulas so that 

(4) H
JS+ro1+'o+1 £" r -

Observe that £ = co]+Po • n + n for some natural number n and some n < col+po. 
Again the only crucial case occurs if T is the conclusion of a cut. Then there exist 
a natural number m > n, ao, a\ < a and an 5?p+(ai+P0.m formula A of the form 
Pf{t) for some<S less than fi + coi+pt> • m so that 

(5) H ^ i ^ , \^- T, A and Hp+wi+l,a+\ \^- T, ->A. 

By applying the side induction hypothesis to (5) we derive 

(6) Hp+a>+n.m\^r,A and H ^ ^ r , ^ , 

and hence, Hj8+Q)i+^.m |^- r for y := max{(plpao,flpa\) + 1. If we inductively 
define a sequence of ordinals y,- by yo := y and yi+\ := tplpoyi, then one readily 
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obtains by m — n times applying the main induction hypothesis: 

H0+coi+eo.(m_i) h~ r , 

(7) 
n/M-co1+"o.(n+l) I ; 

n»4.,„i+«).-x« I -1 • 

Here we have successively replaced ft by 

j S W + ' M i w - l ) , . . . . P + tox+*-{n + \), /? + ey1+"0-n 

in the main induction hypothesis. Since ym_„ < <p\pa, we have indeed established 

(8) H m [*£- r 
as desired. This finishes the treatment of the successor case. 

(c) p is limit. Assume that £ < co1+p and T is a finite set of -§"/?+£ formulas so that 

(9) H W £- r. 
Again assume that T is the conclusion of cut. Then there exists po < p with 
£, < co]+Po, ao,ai < a and an S?p+coi+P0 formula A of the form Pf(t) for some<5 
less than p + a>i+>"> so that 

(10) ty+^^-r,^ and H/^+^^-r , - .^ . 

The side induction hypothesis applied to (9) and (10) produces 

(11) Hp+aP\^r,A and H ^ ^ T , ^ , 

which by a cut yields Hp+mt> \j- T for y := max(iplpao,<plpai) + 1. From this we 
conclude by the main induction hypothesis 

(12) h W ^~- r . 

Since iplpoy < flpot, this is our claim. This finishes the proof of (c) and also the 
verification of the main lemma. H 

As an immediate corollary we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 14. Assume that Hp+aji+P\^-T for a finite set T of Sfp formulas. Then 

we have Hp \v ^a I\ 

Our upper bound computation for IDQ is nearly complete. What is still missing is 
the embedding of I Da into HQ; this is obtained in an obvious manner by interpreting 
the predicate P* by P<a, thus establishing a translation (•)" of _5?Vix into 5Ca. The 
embedding theorem can now be given straightforwardly; in the formulation below 
we have directly combined it with Proposition 12. Since the proof is standard, we 
will omit it. 

PROPOSITION 15 (Embedding of IDa into HQ). We have for all Sff,x sentences A: 

IDQ h A = » Ha \^P- Aa. 
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From the previous corollary, the embedding theorem, and standard elimination 

techniques for finitely many fixed points (which actually have already been used 

in the proof of Main Lemma II) we are now in a position to state the full cut 

elimination theorem for IDQ. 

THEOREM 16. Assume that a is an ordinal less than O0 given in the form 

a = co1+a" + col+a"-x +•••+ » 1 + a i + m, 

for ordinals a„ > a„_i > • • • > a\ andm < co. If 8 denotes the ordinal 

ipla„{(pla„^i(... <p\ai(a\m))...)), 

then we have for all 3? sentences A: 

Of course, this theorem gives the desired upper bound for the proof-theoretic 
ordinal of IDQ, so that we have now established a complete proof of the Main 
Theorem of this article as it has been stated in Section 3. 

§7. Final remarks. If a is an ordinal less <I>o, then we write ID<a for the union 
of the theories \Dp for /? < a. Then it follows immediately that the proof-theoretic 

ordinal of ID<a is the supremum of the proof-theoretic ordinals of the theories ID/; 

with p < a. For example, for the ordinals co, com and eo we obtain from our Main 
Theorem: 

COROLLARY 17. We have the following proof-theoretic ordinals: 

| iD< r a |=¥ 3100 = r 0 , | IDc u |=^10e0 = r£0, 

|ID<C0<»| = iplcoO, | T L V | = plcoeo, 

\\D<Eo\ = tpleoO, |IDeo| = tple0e\. 

In Jager and Strahm [7] some proof-theoretic equivalences between transfinitely 
iterated fixed point theories and subsystems of second order arithmetic are estab
lished. It is shown in particular that 

\Da = ATR, ID<wc = ATRo + (SJ-DC), ID<£0 = ATR + (2{-DC). 

A further result about the theories IDQ, which will be published elsewhere, refers to 
the autonomous closure of fixed point theories. 

There exist also close connections between iterated fixed point theories and 
Martin-L6f type theories with universes. The finite case is completely treated 
in Feferman [5]. Stronger principles concerning universes make use of so-called 
superuniverses as discussed, e.g., in Palmgren [11]. Several of these have been 
proof-theoretically treated by Rathjen [13]. Furthermore, the theories IDa are also 
closely related to Frege structures (cf. Kahle [9]) and certain systems of explicit 
mathematics with universes (cf. Strahm [16]). 

From a more general point of view, one can point out that the theories IDQ for 
a > co provide examples of metapredicative theories, i.e., theories, which have 
proof-theoretic ordinal beyond To but can still be treated by methods of predicative 
proof theory. In a sense, the theories ID« (a > co) can be used to scale the initial 
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part of metapredicative theories in the same sense as the theories IDa (a > 1) could 
be used to scale the initial part of impredicative theories. 
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